
Mitigating Modern DDoS Attacks – The Missing Link

A recent example of a complex attack that took down a major part of government services in Belgium is the attack 
on BelNet: 
https://www.zdnet.com/article/this-massive-ddos-attack-took-large-sections-of-a-countrys-internet-offline/
where hackers successfully used complex and constantly changing attacks to create chaos that could not be 
addressed by the service provider on time.

Perhaps the most important quote from Belnet on this attack is:

"The fact that the perpetrators of the attack constantly changed tactics made it even more difficult to neutralize it," 
said Dirk Haex, technical director at Belnet.

The above discussion and example reinforce the fact that it is no longer relevant to rely on traditional DDoS protec-
tion systems responding to attacks, a major strategy improvement is required, and sooner would be better than later.

The world recently witnessed a massive improvement in the sophistication of the damaging DDoS attacks thanks 
hackers are launching. Hackers continuously study DDoS protection limitations, and they are increasingly aware of 
one major evident deficiency, that DDoS protection solutions are practically focused on responding to an attack only 
after an attack has been detected.

The market got used to this obvious deficiency since it was impractical to evaluate DDoS protection levels 

continuously in peaceful times.  A customary defense strategy would naturally, on a continuous basis, gather detailed 
intelligence about existing weaknesses, and then continuously strengthen defenses against them, before 
becoming vulnerable to a damaging attack.

Unfortunately, this is not happening in the DDoS protection world.

Today’s hackers are utilizing these known deficiencies in various ways:

1) Low and Slow, the attack focuses on loading the service, but does not trigger the mitigation system thresholds,
creating a set of different attacks that together slow services down, take a long time to detect, and cause the
response team’s focus to be distracted.

2) Multi-Vector Attacks, use a complex mix of different attack vectors to a variety of targets, making it much more
complex for mitigation systems and services to focus on what’s going on, and what to block first. This strategy
successfully achieves longer downtime before attack detection and mitigation.

3) Time to Mitigation, stems from the realization that in many cases, DDoS protection systems have an intrinsic
minimum response time required to detect malicious DDoS traffic, and that mitigating the attack requires even more
time. Hackers abuse this particular deficiency by changing attack tactics (vectors and target combinations) in a time
frame shorter than the protection system’s response time, avoiding triggering the mitigation system. A series of
such short attacks will easily cause damage to the target network services.
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1. Continuously Validate and Remediate: your entire DDoS protection posture in peaceful times, fix known areas
of weakness proactively, as you have no time to do so once an attack starts. Any DDoS attack that is not
automatically blocked when an attack starts, means downtime!

2. Break Complex Attacks into Building Blocks: make sure you are protected against any known attack vector
individually; complex attacks are essentially composed of many individual attack vectors, once you are protected
against every attack building block, you will automatically block any mixed vectors attack (solve the problem by
separation of variables).
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About MazeBolt

MazeBolt introduces a new standard in DDoS coverage, 
automatically detecting, analyzing, and prioritizing remediation 
across the network, doubling coverage, and virtually eliminating 
DDoS exposure without shutting down organizational operations. 
MazeBolt’s continuous defense supercharges the performance of 
CISOs as well as the mitigation service provider.

For more information, 
please visit: www.maze-
bolt.com or
e-mail: info@mazebolt.com
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